
AN API INTEGRATION SELF-EVALUATION

The importance of API integration isn’t a secret - as you and your customers race to connect to more and more 
apps in the proliferating app ecosystem, avoiding brittle connections is key. But what separates an “okay” 
strategy from something that’s repeatable, differentiating, and ahead of the curve?

To determine where your strategy’s at compared to leading digital products and what you can improve on, ask 
yourself the questions below. Then add up your total and we’ll provide some insight on your positioning.
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Do you offer integrations that make customers stickier and help them get value 
faster? If so, how fluid is the experience? These high-level items go over your 
integration strategy at a more macro level based on business and holistic needs.

Integration & product strategy

Only core functionality and 
features are prioritized.

Integration is deeply tied 
to how our customers interact 

with the product.

1 2 3 4 5

How seamless is the user experience?

Self-serve integrations are minimal or 
nonexistent and we know this adds friction, 
delay, and complexity to customers.

We completely own the customer 
experience with integrations that feel 

native to our product.

1 2 3 4 5

Retaining customers

We lose existing customers due to 
lacking integrations.

We actively leverage integrations in 
value-based selling to reduce churn and 

grow account engagement.

1 2 3 4 5

Integration & product strategy

Only core functionality and 
features are prioritized.

Integration is deeply tied 
to how our customers interact 

with the product.

1 2 3 4 5
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Reducing competitive threats

Our competitors have an advantage 
over us.

We actively leverage integration as a 
competitive advantage.

1 2 3 4 5

Improving analyst rankings

Not a priority. We are a leader in our field, supported by 
connections to pillar applications in 

our space.

1 2 3 4 5

Responsiveness to customer-requested integrations

Not currently on the roadmap. Our integration strategy hinges upon 
customer needs and requests, and several 
of our existing integrations stemmed from 

customer asks.

1 2 3 4 5

Total your scores from the high-level questions.

High-level Score:                                         

Carry this total to page 7 to review your results.



 
 
 
 
 

Now, let’s get into the more technical aspects of your integrations, such as 
repeatability, access, and deliverability. Are you in a position to implement the big 
strategic goals you have for your integration strategy?

Offering third-party integrations

No pre-built integrations (UI-based or 
near-complete sample code) exist and are 
not a roadmap priority.

A self-serve UI plus modern APIs and 
developer portals are readily available for 

customer use.

1 2 3 4 5

Ability to externalize internal data

Not a priority for our team or our customers 
at the moment given our resources.

We have a wide set of publicly available 
REST APIs and offer frequent updates to 

our developer documentation.

1 2 3 4 5

Line of business integration

Applications are siloed, so customers 
rely on metrics meetings and in-person 
reporting to find the source of truth.

Our customers can fully connect each 
department’s disparate applications for 

complete organizational visibility.

1 2 3 4 5

Time to market for integrations

Not currently offering integrations.. Able to offer multiple integrations in a 
matter of days by leveraging a common 

data model.

1 2 3 4 5
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Level of customer effort to onboard

Customers are on their own, needing to 
build integrations directly as needed.

Customers can easily authenticate, 
map, and self serve in changing their 

integrations within our product 
without support.

1 2 3 4 5

Ability to handle API changes

When changes occur, our integrations fail 
and customers are the first to notice.

Changes to methods, data objects, 
authentication, etc. are deployed without 
interrupting customers or forcing re-work 

because the integration UI/UX provides 
an abstraction layer.

1 2 3 4 5

Integration maintenance and documentation

Our developers have to scramble, and 
oftentimes the most senior team member 
has to fix broken integrations.

Developers can focus on new features 
because integration maintenance is 

limited, anticipated, and easy for nearly 
any engineer to complete based on 

solid documentation.

1 2 3 4 5

Managing partnerships and sandbox access

No existing partnerships with application 
providers.

Formal partnerships and easy access to 
testing environments whenever they are 

needed to every application

1 2 3 4 5
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Adding new endpoints to existing integrations

Not a priority for our team. New endpoints are automatically 
added without assistance, allowing our 

customers to receive enhanced value with 
no added work.

1 2 3 4 5

Hybrid integration

Hybrid integration isn’t a priority/isn’t on 
the roadmap.

We support seamless hybrid integration 
for all of our customers to seamlessly 

bridge the gap between on-prem and 
cloud apps.

1 2 3 4 5

Repeatability

Each integration is built point-to-point or 
one-off.

Our integrations are flexible and leverage 
one-to-many capabilities that allow 

us to add new target applications 
without additional data mapping and 

transformation.

1 2 3 4 5

Total your scores from the technical questions.

Technical Score:                                         

Carry this total to page 7 to review your results.
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The right intention, the wrong implementation 

If you scored in this category, you have a great strategic mindset and product focus when 

it comes to your integration strategy. You know the value of offering a delightful customer 

experience and the importance of making integration central to your product offering. 

But likely, initial integrations were built piecemeal by team member(s) who have since left 

the company or using outdated technology or methods. In a nutshell: with enough debt that 

it hamstrings go-forward work.  Too many companies rely on archaic point-to-point 

connections that can easily break with the latest app update or patch. 

To meet your proverbial “money where your mouth is” and get a leg up on competitors who are scrambling 

to provide a more tenable integration strategy, think about leveraging a purpose-built integration platform 

(iPaaS) that offers one-to-many integrations and data virtualization vs continuing to build similar technical 

capabilities but missing useful functionality, documentation, etc.

Analyzing 
your results
 
It’s time to talk results and actionable steps. Add 
up your scores from each of the sections above 
and use the guide below to get your specific 
recommendation. Insert your scores here: 
 
High-level Score:                                         

Technical Score:                                         

Right intention, 
wrong implementation

19+
High-Level

<34
Technical

19+
High-Level

<34
Technical

Growing and 
improving

<19
High-Level

<34
Technical

Market awareness and 
technical savvy

19+
High-Level

34+
Technical

Technically aware, 
organizationally lagging

<19
High-Level

34+
Technical
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Growing and improving

Your business is at a critical point where developing a succinct and attainable strategic 

integration goal and repeatable, developer-oriented technical methods is essential to 

1) maintaining relevance and 2) stepping up to the competitive differentiation and user-

friendliness demanded by the technological environment. For organizations like yours, we 

recommend starting with your “high-level” strategic goals - how will integrations align 

with your product strategy? How will you use customer requests and industry trends to 

inform your strategy? What type of customer experience will you offer via integrations?

Of course, with these “big picture” items, there are pressing technical considerations to 

how you’ll get there. For instance, do your customers need integrations to both cloud and on-prem apps? 

How will you build quickly, yet efficiently? And how will you deal with maintenance? As an iPaaS, we’re 

admittedly biased about how to conquer these technical and holistic challenges. However, we do think the 

value of enabling developers to “plug and play” with one-to-many integrations and robust out-of-the-box 

APIs for the apps customers use is something to dedicatedly consider, especially if you’re more toward the 

beginning of your integration journey.

Technically aware, but organizationally lagging

Organizations that score in this category are technically savvy and build integrations 

with developer time and resources as a key consideration. However, your method for 

selecting which integrations to build and weighing their positioning within your product 

strategy is fragmented, and/or key leadership overlooks the role integrations play in the 

competitive landscape today. This situation is not uncommon for established companies 

whose ‘business’ leadership is rooted in the ‘customer handles their own integrations’ 

age while Product/Eng leadership makes strategic investments to keep integration 

headaches and maintenance low, usually to focus resources on key features.

By building more integrations using customer feedback, industry trends, and competitive monitoring 

(especially potential disruptors), your company can solidify differentiation and revenue growth in ways 

that analysts, in particular, will respect. Further, don’t put your keen technical knowledge and strategy to 

waste by “building it and letting them come.” Connect with marketing and sales leadership to promote 

your integration strategy and knowhow (whether via productized integrations or as a value prop boost) to 

actualize the financial results of your sure-footed technical capabilities.

 
 
 
 
 

<19
High-Level

<34
Technical

<19
High-Level

34+
Technical
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Market awareness and technical savvy

Industry-leading. Technologically innovative. Customer-focused. These are some of 

the buzzwords that you (and hopefully your talkative customers) use to describe your 

business. Your integrations are elegantly woven into your core product and value prop, 

whether you sell access directly or include integrations as a core component of your 

offering. Your team is technically adept and focused on making deliverability simple for 

customers and utilizing your time as effectively as possible. 

However, there’s still room for improvement. Are you building connections point-to-

point? Do your integrations offer more complex capabilities (such as bulk) that aren’t 

offered at the native endpoint? What about maintenance - how much developer time do you spend 

preventing (and correcting) connectivity issues that arise with simple app updates & batches? Advance 

your competitive lead and future-readiness by leveraging an iPaaS that lets you further your ahead-of-

the-curve strategy and ensure flexibility, relevance, & productivity. 

What Next?

This self-evaluation is admittedly just the beginning of building or refining an API integration strategy that 

boosts revenue, enables competitive differentiation, and lessens time-to-market. With some additional 

awareness of where you stand, you can now take actionable measures to improve.

Our team has experience working with companies that have a range of technical & strategic API 

integration strategies. We’d be happy to discuss your company’s strong points and challenges to see if we 

might be able to help you achieve your goals. Get in touch.

Review your results with an API Expert. Contact us at info@cloud-elements.com and request a meeting or 

click the button below.

19+
High-Level

34+
Technical
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•  

•  

A B O U T  
C LO U D  E L E M E N T S

Cloud Elements brings harmony to the world of APIs, allowing software providers 

to innovate faster and plug into digital ecosystems. The company’s one-to-many 

virtualized API integration platform enables developers to unify thousands of 

APIs, build common data models for core business functions, and reduce 

the pain, cost, and complexity of integration. Founded in 2012, Cloud Elements 

is headquartered in Denver, Colorado, and serves customers worldwide.

More information can be found at www.cloud-elements.com
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